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viii.

Space has the capacity to decompress and expand.  There are extant fi elds of space which have 
phenomenological potential.  These are captured, or compressed, as series of two-dimensional 
records.  These documents reveal new potentials of extraction.  They expand and inform new space.  
Spatial phenomena are captured through this extraction of information into a newly expanded 
space.  They reveal phenomena.

The newly exposed fi eld phenomena enrich an architecture which is engaging and contempla-
tive.  The user experiences heightened sensitivity to perspective, orientation, and awareness of 
defi nitions of space.  This effects a simultaneity of Being – “here and there,” “alone and col-
lected,” “near and far.”  Most importantly, this architecture is about the things which occur before, 
between, and beyond these interactions – light, masking, screening, transparency, awareness, 
consciousness.  These are Thresholds of Space.

ABSTRACT
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Figure 1.1

“The expression ‘phenomenology’ signifi es primarily a methodological conception. This expression 
does not characterize the what of the objects of philosophical research as subject-matter, 
but rather the how of that research…it determines the principles on which a science is to be 
conducted…it is rooted in the way we come to terms with the things themselves…” (50).

Martin Heidegger
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“All my knowledge of the world, even my scientifi c knowledge, is gained from my own particular 
point of view, or from some experience of the world without which the symbols of science would be 
meaningless (viii).” 7

Maurice Merleau-Ponty

A fi eld is an extant body of space which has quantities of scale, dimension, and density.  It is 
affected by measures of light.  The fi eld is a situation of object(s), perceptible to the subject, 
or viewer as an environment.  This environment is also comprised of moment potentials which 
stimulate the subject and are perceived as phenomena.  These have spatial qualities, or affects, 
which lend to the viewer degrees of qualitative perception.

The phenomena are either independent of the fi eld and effected by external stimuli, or they are 
components of the fi eld itself.  The subject witnesses a composite fi eld environment at a particular 
moment, or over a course of time.  There is the potential to compress the fi eld to a two-dimensional 
registration of all these attributes.  This compression of space, from a particular perspective, 
results in a document which is enriched by all these measures of quantitative and qualitative value.  
Depths and densities, as well as phenomena, become units of moment potential.

The following investigations are studies organized according to thematic or object context (i.e. 
“beach,” “urban morphology,” “material affect,” etc.)  Most pertinent to each investigation are 
the assessments of the relationship of the subject to the object, as well as the inter-relationship 
of the objects.  This visual investigation is the result of particular environmental situations which 
stimulate the subject.  They have phenomenological affect.

Introduction
Project Description

Figure 1.2
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T

The event is the place where the rethinking and reformulation of the different elements of 
architecture may lead to their solution; the combination of the difference.

Bernard Tschumi

Figure 1.3

Photography and drawing are the two-dimensional modes of data collection.  These media are 
then manipulated to enhance the legibility of fi eld attributes and phenomena.  These digital 
interpretations or re-inventions of the compressed fi eld reveal greater depths to and potentials of 
the fi eld environment.  Multiple, iterative assessment identifi es more or less potent environment 
conditions.

These are diagrams which now reveal new capacities of depth and dimension.  The interpretations 
are variable from study to study.  A moment potential that occurs in the original fi eld environment is 
not ascertainable at compression.  Or, it is recognized when the fi eld is decompressed.

The extraction of moments, upon decompression becomes impetus for creating new spatial 
circumstances and affects.  The decompression of the fi eld is the simultaneous extraction of 
the quantitative and qualitative values of the original fi eld.  There are new dimensions of space 
and qualitative attributes.  The iterative compressions and decompressions reveal new spatial 
circumstances about density, transparency, and barrier.  

Light is a potential component which demonstrates the new conditions.  The effects are a product 
of occupation of space, degrees of openness and enclosure, and degrees of transparency.  Light is 
a factor which better articulates all of these attributes.

The world is a structured network of space which is comprised of situations of discreet 
environments.  The subject witnesses a particular, extant arrangement of objects.  There are 
relationships between the subject and object, among objects, and among multiple subjects and/or 
objects.  In this study, these environments are compressed and then decompressed.  This process 
reveals a new occupation of space which are imbued by phenomena.
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1. Identify spatial situations of compelling environmental quality.  Consider 
environments at varying scales, and comprised of man-made and/or natural objects 
and confi gurations.  These may be situations about barriers, morphology, density, 
materiality, barrier, luminosity, etc.

2. Collect this visual information as a two-dimensional graphic (i.e. photography, 
drawing, painting, etc.)

3. Review and interpret these graphics.  These are compressed representations of the 
extant site situation.  Seek to reveal and enhance other potentials of depth, barrier, 
density, and degrees of translucency about the now compressed fi eld.

4. Determine modes of extraction of these data.  Seek a method by which the 
actual physical decompression will be legible at the newfound spatial condition.  
Conduct multiple extraction methods as well as iterations of each method.  Which 
decompressions reveal even greater spatial potencies?  At what scale(s) are spatial 
affects most legible?

5. Consider light as a potential mode of data extraction.  Light has both two- and three-
dimensional capacities.  What capacities may light serve to effect newfound spatial 
qualities, or phenomena?  Seek to better enhance quantities of depth, barrier, density, 
and translucency.  Does the extraction of light expose unanticipated spatial qualities?  
What luminous and diffuse values of light best communicate newfound spatial 
affects?

Methodology

“Man exists in the middle of an environment.  The environment is woven through existence.  This 
moment predisposes man to sensation.  The environment is a realm which is variably permeable 
and malleable.  It is these variable traits of the environment which may be disorienting.  This 
experience can be stabilized by designing guides which are tactile and perceptible” 8

Richard Neutra

Figure 1.4
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“The essence of architecture lies in feelings and insights which drive design.” 11

Peter Zumthor

Figure 2.1

Merleau-Ponty writes about the effect of scientifi c knowledge on perception.  The gathering of this 
type of information affects a particular point of view, in lieu of varied experiences of the world.  
Without these real world infl uences, science would be meaningless.  Thus, there is an inherent 
degree of objectivity underlying the fi eld of perception.  Science shapes exposure to the world.  The 
witness of the experience is entrenched in a fi eld built upon rules.

Merleau-Ponty identifi es the notion of “phenomenological reduction”.  The world is “spread out 
and completely transparent…here is a transcendental idealism which treats the world as an 
indivisible unity of value…” xii. 7

This reduction, or equalization of all world objects is a rule condition which ultimately affects 
perception.  This is the base upon which all other measures and values are defi ned.  It is the 
scientifi c constant.

There must be established rules in order for us to better understand and conceptualize the world.

Phenomenology is the gain of comprehension of the quantifi able relationship between subjectivity 
and objectivity.  A gain of knowledge is measurable.  

7  Merleau-Ponty, Maurice. “Phenomenology of Perception. Routledge: London, 1958.

Theory Inquiry
Maurice Merleau-Ponty
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To Merleau-Ponty, phenomenology occurs at the intersection of experiences.  

The perceptual object always occurs in a fi eld.  Relative to the fi eld, the object has scale, 
dimension, and materiality, among other values.  If the ‘something’ is “always forms a part of a 
‘fi eld’,” then it is plausible that the object exhibits or extends aspects of the fi eld. 7

There is not a boundary to the dimensions of the fi eld.  The fi eld can be measured from 
innumerable positions.  

Perception always occurs in a ‘fi eld’ in which we are tangled.  We do not always succeed in 
separating ourselves to understand true consciousness.

A shape is a collection of images, or views.  These views and the shape itself are each perceptible 
according to defi nitive values of measurement – angle, dimension, scale, illuminance.

We acknowledge groupings of things.  These things occur as an association of impressions, which 
are independently perceived. 

A phenomenon is just an entity that does not have a reducible meaning.  

7  Merleau-Ponty, Maurice. “Phenomenology of Perception. Routledge: London, 1958.

Figure 2.2
“Architecture occurs as poetry, which is still.  Poetry may be a truth, but architecture depends on 
rational logic.  Design is the interplay of the subjective and objective”

Peter Zumthor

Theory Inquiry
Maurice Merleau-Ponty
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A moment experience is deliberately created.  It is relative to the moment before the moment 
after.  It may seem indeterminate, or unreasonable, but there is the possibility to rationally create a 
moment experience.

The horizon of an object must occur against the horizon of other objects.  To look at an object is to 
inhabit it and see it according to a fi eld of objects.  One sees the fi eld from the object and sees the 
object from each moment in the fi eld.  These each have a temporal value, all of which can be fi xed.  
“I regard my body as an object in that world”. 8

An object’s size and shape occurs in a spatial system.  Perception is variable according to 
perspective.  Its truth lies in the collection of all its appearances.  The subject is inextricably linked 
the perception of the object. One has to see the outside of an object fi rst before experiencing a 
more profound “inner” meaning.

Any constants about perception only occur because the world is a system.  The body is linked to 
that system along with phenomena.  They are undeniably present.

Light, refl ection, and color, occur in the background of the object.  They are discreet entities 
which are present in a fi eld condition beyond the object.  “Thus lighting is merely one element of 
a complex structure, the others being the organization of the fi eld as our body contrives it and the 
thing illuminated in its constancy.” 8 (363)
8  Merleau-Ponty, Maurice. “Phenomenology of Perception. Routledge: London, 1958.

“Spatial form as ‘outcome’ (the happenstance juxtapositions and so forth) has emergent powers 
which can have effects on subsequent events.  Spatial form can alter the future course of the very 
histories which have produced it.” 7

Doreen Massey

Figure 2.3

Theory Inquiry
Maurice Merleau-Ponty
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Phenomenology is a science of determining how a research and methodology can be conducted to 
address the philosophy of objects

The Greek expression…to which the term ‘phenomenon’ goes back…signifi es “to show itself”…to 
bring to the light of day, to put in the light…wherein something can become manifest, visible in 
itself.” 3  (51)

Etymologically, ‘phenomenon’ is a showing or bringing to light of day.

“…it is even possible for an entity to show itself as something which in itself it is not.” 3  (52)

“…phenomena are never appearances…though every appearance is dependent on phenomena.” 3  
(53)

Phenomena is not an appearance, but the revelation of an entity.  It is a showing of itself as 
something it is not. 

Phenomena are hidden and need to be discovered.

To determine a science of phenomena and logistically understand them, it is necessary to 
determine a way to demonstrate it clearly.

Phenomenology is a science of the fundamental meaning of an object’s existence.  As a science, 
phenomenology is therefore a measure of some value of the entity’s worldly presence.  

Addressing the meaning, or ‘Being-in-the-world’ of an entity – its phenomenology – is not just a 
matter of addressing visual perception and cognitive measures. 3

The entity’s presence as a ‘Being’ must have certain equipment.  These include “serviceability, 
conduciveness, usability, manipulability…”3

“…deseverance…not understand by remoteness or closeness…a signifi cation which is both 
active and transitive…De-severing makes the farness vanish – that is, making the remoteness of 
something disappear, bringing it close.” 3  (139)

Distance between entities and directionality are integral to the grasp of understanding the essence 
of phenomena and space.

If one looks at space from one perspective, the environment becomes a system of tangible 
measurements.
3 Heidegger, Martin. Being and Time. Harper: New York. 1962.

Theory Inquiry
Martin Heidegger
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Phenomena “…are simple…they have no consequences, as in the case of scientifi c thought” 
(xix).  In order to create or understand a phenomenon, or “poetic image,” the soul and mind are 
necessary to conduct these thoughts. 1  

The phenomenon does not exist on its own.  In order to perceive its nuances, the mind has to 
recognize schemes, or systems of objects, which already occur.

Once a phenomenon is ‘stirred’ in the mind, “we are able to experience resonances, sentimental 
repercussions…”1. (xxiii)  Once our mind receives the phenomenon, it is almost as if it takes it as 
its own.  The mind is impressionable and believes that it may have actually created the nuance, 
feeling, or sensation.  The phenomenon seems to have its own entity, or Being. 1

In order to successfully make or understand Phenomena, one must be modest in the application 
or consideration of effect.  The idea of actually synthesizing phenomena is very implausible.  The 
mind acts according to impulse when it recognizes a Phenomenon.  A critical consideration of this 
reaction is “putting the mind in second position, destroying…the imagination.” 1 (xxvi.)

It is not necessary to seek justifi cation of the perceptible reality.  “These…are tasks that do not 
need to be undertaken until later…the verse always has a movement, the image fl ows into the line 
of the verse, carrying the imagination along with it…”1 (xxviii.)

1 Bachelard, Gaston. “The Poetics of Space.” Beacon: Boston, 1994.

Theory Inquiry
Gaston Bachelard

“If physical milieu can invade people’s minds and infl uence behavior, then we must have some 
conception of a chain of sensorial or mental thoughts through which this could come about…It is 
hard to conceive of a process by which such effects could occur.” 

Bill Hillier 

Figure 2.4
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“This direct mind-eye-hand interaction constitutes a link between all the synapses of the mind to 
circumambient reality; a much wider range of circuits of decision is opened by this process…”

Stephen Holl

Figure 2.6

“Perhaps intuition can never be described: it remains in a well-deserved oblivion, like an obscure 
book by a forgotten author”

Stephen Holl

Figure 2.5
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Figures 2.7

“Does atmosphere originate from material attributes given by interior fi nishes and décor? Or is it 
established by the skillful use of lighting and colour to affect drama? Is atmosphere anything like 
an immersive ambience? How does it coincide with the spatial art of performance whereby event 
replaces function as a temporal descriptor of inhabitation? Hos is atmosphere crafted”

Julieanna Preston
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Design Practitioner
Robert Irwin

“...Irwin actively embraces the outside world in all its unpredictable vitality and endlessly 
stimulating refl ections, inviting the viewer to perceptively interact.” 6

“…I was confronted with this idea of the loss of the object…I was thinking non-object.  It’s about 
context…”6

Irwin builds art that is a network of phenomena – light, color, and distorted images.  Irwin engages 
the subject as unpredictable and capable of renegotiating perception.  Phenomena occur as a 
transferral of energy.

Irwin’s art responds to a particular moment in architecture.  His work is the negotiation and 
two and three dimensions of space to create a network.  A naturally occurring event is revealed 
according to newfound perception

According to Irwin, the world – as space - is a set of conditions, none of which are transcended or 
infi nite.  Art is not a planned abstraction.  

Robert Irwin perceives a structured world of space in which conditions occur.  Irwin exposes an 
essence, or phenomena, through the interaction of a network and material condition.  The articula-
tion of the network and its negotiation with the space condition reveal essence.

Phenomena occur as energy which transfers through objects.  He intends to reveal phenomena, 
which are subject to perception.  Irwin responds to clearly delineated spatial circumstances.  He 
seeks to reveal the essence of space through its fundamental construction as a naturally occurring 
event.

Irwin seeks to extract phenomena from the most dynamic spatial situations and make them dis-
cernible to the subject.
6 Davies, Hugh M. and Robert Irwin. “Robert Irwin: Primaries and Secondaries.” Museum of 
Contemporary Art: San Diego, 2008.
6 Hunter, Sam, Rosalind Krauss, and Marsha Tucker “Excerpt from a Conversation with Robert 
Irwin.” (curators, UMass Amherst, 1978)

Figure 3.1 Figure 3.2
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Architecture is a system upon and through which life occurs.

As we perceive this system, we are not distracted by the unnecessary.  

There are “real” things which are hidden but do exist – earth and water, light, vegetation, etc.  
These remain hidden beneath signs and indicators, which are quantifi able.

Memories exist and can inform current perception.  

Architecture’s responsibility is to give stillness a form.  There is beauty in silence and absence.  
Form itself is not inherently poetic.  Beauty lies in the revelation of the beauty in silence. 9

Architecture occurs as poetry, which is still.  Poetry may be a truth, but architecture depends on 
rational logic.  Design is the interplay of the subjective and objective.

The essence of architecture lies in feelings and insights which drive design.

Good architecture, as object, engages the subject.  This interaction effects richness.  

Memory is a subjective experience of memories – images and moods, which guide the designer.

9 Peter Zumthor Atmospheres (2006)
9 Zumthor, Peter. “Thinking Architecture.” Birkhäuser: Basel.

Figure 3.3Figure 3.2

Design Practitioner
Peter Zumthor
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Figure 3.5Figure 3.4

Design Practitioner
Peter Zumthor
Architecture is comprised of facts and relationships of them.  Precise facts, or data, must be 
organized and brought together to create effective associations.

Architecture is a complex of details which have factual relations to each other.  “Good architecture 
is a building that is being itself, being a building, not representing anything, just being” 9 (34.)

I make things because I follow my intuition and things that I do not necessarily understand.

Past images have depth.  They are crystallized.  It seems that the fl ow of time stops.  

Every well made thing has order and essence.  Truth occurs as content in real, sensuous 
experiences, which are beyond abstract options or ideas. 

“Beauty, I think as I read these lines, is at its most intense when it is born of absence” 9 (80.)

Light as an index of architecture is vague.  Light which “carves out darkness”, as the effect of 
sensuous environments, can have a “magic” of its own. 9

Lights are illuminated clearings.  They carve out darkness.  They become beautiful and magical. 9
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“What I am after is a deeper understanding of how nature really works, around us, within us, and 
through us.” 8 (102)

Neutra perceives space as relative to nature.  Stimulating moments occur across interwoven 
networks.  Man is responsive to this spatial composition.  Neutra seeks a greater command of 
the effect of this condition.  This will effect architecture which is dynamically responsive to the 
subject’s confounding sensitivities.

“…from the most intricate close-up focusing…to our visual embrace of distant panoramas. [This…
sensory correlation] …allows us a compositional apprehension of stimuli.” 8 (106)

Space is expansive in depth and immediacy – intricacy.  Visual perception is comprehensive across 
dimensions of the spatial network.  Space is comprised of sensory triggers.  These are moments 
across the network which effect stimuli upon the subject.  Together, the perceptible stimuli effect a 
moment of repose.  Perception triggers inward contemplation of a moment.

Space and time are relative to each other.  Neither occur linearly, but according to direction and 
dimension.  These networks are independent, yet inextricably linked.  The subject occurs at each 
potential moment of the system.

Space has direction and dimension.  There is not a linear quality.  The subject occurs at a moment 
in space. 

Memories of a spatial context motivate architecture.  Architecture inherits the rich perceptible 
qualities of a spatial scenario.  These moments inform a new spatial network.  The moments are 
fi xed or malleable, always engaging with the network dynamic.

The subject experience is triggered by a multitude of stimuli.  These trigger  perceptual, intellectual, 
and spiritual repose.  There is a physiological response.  Stimuli across the network extend from 
the close reach of the subject beyond the visual panorama.  Most importantly, the fi eld extends 
through the subject.  

The subject experience occurs relative to the body; it responds physiologically to the network.  
Stimuli occur through and within the body, effecting another dimension of stimulation.

The subject exists in the middle of an environment.  The environment is woven through existence.  
This moment predisposes him to sensation.  The environment is a realm which is variably 
permeable and malleable.  It is these traits of the environment which are disorienting.  This 
experience can be stabilized by designing guides which are tactile and perceptible.
8 Neutra, Richard. “Nature Near: late essays of Richard Neutra.” Santa Barbara: CAPRA PRESS, 
1989.

Design Practitioner
Richard Neutra
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The subject occurs in a fi eld among others.  The space is perceived from independent perspectives.  
Each subject interprets independently.  A space is not stationary.  It is imperceptible that one mode 
of communication or illustration describe the number and variety of sensory experiences.

Tino Sehgal writes of Neutra, “What sets him apart is his purist insistence on the immateriality – or 
ephemeral materiality – of the work, so it crystallizes and disperses again, so there is not trace 
left after all.”  Phenomena is achieved by through the contention of an evolving spatial network.  
Factors of time, depth, dimension, permeability, and transmission charge a space of exquisite 
phenomena potential. 8

Man exists in an environment of many stimuli.  These have the capacity to affect man perceptually, 
intellectually, and spiritually.  Man also has a physiological response to his surroundings.  Stimuli 
occur across a network, or fi eld, which extends beyond the visual panorama, and close-up to man.  
Most importantly, this fi eld has the capacity to extend through man.  

Man exists in the middle of an environment.  The environment is woven through existence.  This 
moment predisposes man to sensation.  The environment is a realm which is variably permeable 
and malleable.  It is these variable traits of the environment which may be disorienting.  This 
experience can be stabilized by designing guides which are tactile and perceptible.  

Man exists in a space among others in space.  This space is perceived from each independent 
perspective.  Each person interprets a slightly different experience.  A space is not stationary.  It is 
imperceptible that one mode of communication or illustration describe the number and variety of 
sensory experiences.
8 Neutra, Richard. “Nature Near: essays of Richard Neutra.” Santa Barbara: CAPRA PRESS, 1989.

Design Practitioner
Richard Neutra

Figure 3.6 Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.9 Figure 3.9.1

3 Holl, Stephen. “Written in Water.” Lars Müller Publishers: Baden, 2002.
4 Holl, Stephen. “Architecture Spoken.” Rizzoli: New York, 2007.

Figure 3.8

Design Practitioner
Stephen Holl

 Stephen Holl draws and paints watercolors as a tool to “set the imagination free.”4  This provides 
him access to immediate intuition about spatial circumstances.  These are rapid responses which 
respond to conditions of space and light.  The sketches allow for the recognition of phenomena as 
the function of chance.

 He states, “…A very rapid concept sketch could simultaneously indicate space and – with the 
swipe of a brush – the direction of light.” 4

“…direct mind-eye-hand interaction that constitutes a link between all the synapses of the mind to 
circumambient reality; a much wider range of circuits of decision is opened by this process.” 4

Holl visually articulates intuition about space.  He readily speaks of consciousness as “that which 
we cannot see”; humans can “think, reason, and calculate without normal consciousness”.  
Consciousness is not quite clear.  “Perhaps intuition can never be described: it remains a well-
deserved oblivion…”4

While there are no specifi c rules according to which Holl expresses his intuition, one witnesses 
aspects in the drawings in the ultimate architecture.  Movement, density, and color become legible.  
At the same time, Holl explores subject and object inter-relations.  From one perspective, there is a 
perception about phenomena in a “fl attened” image.  There are many aspects of the fi nal projects 
which mimic aspects of the original watercolors.
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Field Studies
Manhattan Scenarios

A. Dense Barrier

The Dense Barrier experience occurs within a sequence. This sequence occurs across space 
and time. This space is multi-dimensional, and its boundaries are nearly imperceptible, though 
clearly delineated by solid surface. The experience is perhaps most momentous on the fi rst 
occasion; however, routine passengers are more familiar with the occasion.  Cavernous space is 
lined by hard concrete and luminous ceramic, which form the spatial enclosure. A web of steel 
infrastructure screens sound and light from traversing multiple directions. The phenomena occur 
through thresholds of concrete, light, and sound, as one ascends or descends the cavern. The 
phenomenological “zones” transition regularly throughout the space. Formal transitions do not 
affect this experience.  The phenomenological value of the sequence of moments does not increase 
or decrease in value across these thresholds of physical transition. The phenomenological value of 
this experience is either positive or negative, depending on the subject’s sensitivity to the density of
phenomena.  The phenomenological “event” which occurs at the 42nd St. Platforms, and at many 
at many

subway stations, is an event that has personally affected me on many occasions. There is a 
particular density to this space, both physical and phenomenological. It seems this station 
is particularly deep and complex in its infrastructure. Perhaps this density emphasizes this 
phenomenological quality.  I can best describe the phenomena as those of light, sound, air, and 
smell. These “moments” are often rigid and “hard,” and then they transition to airy and light. 
Sounds of drummers and people traffi c increase and decrease in volume and reverberation. Light 
refl ects down shafts from above to the depths of imperceptible voids. The threshold of space is of 
signifi cance because it occurs across time, through multiple media and phenomena, and within a 
defi ned formal volume.

Figures 4.1
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A. Dense Barrier 42nd St. Platform, W. Barclay (engineer)          
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Field Studies
Manhattan Scenarios

B. Obscure Perspective
The Obscure Perspective experience occurs at a particular moment. At this particular site, there are 
multiple moments which occur independent of each other. These images capture one particular 
occasion that is similar to other spaces at this site. This moment causes the subject to question 
depth and perception of space. Traditional perspective is brought into question, and this action 
reveals other tangible dimensions of space. At this particular moment, there are revealed new 
dimensions of space within a void of fi rst degree perspective. There are perhaps multiple degrees 
of perceptibility beyond this initial revelation.  These new spatial defi nitions are effected through 
the media of light and mirrors. The density and saturation of other surface treatments as well as 
the population of the space also affect the spatial density. The threshold of this spatial quality 
occurs at a particular instant, and thus its initial degree of value is perceptible through site alone; 
hence, it can be captured by two dimensional media. The population and irregular movement of 
objects in space, as well as changes in light and shadow are factors that subtly affect the value of 
this moment.  Phenomenological zones are perceptible from one point of perspective. However, 
infi nite dimensions of spatial value are perceptible through sequential movement. The subject’s 
movement through space as well as dynamic effects of light, sound, and air movement reveal 
richness of experience. The phenomenological zones do not rely upon formal transitions.  However, 
at other locations on site, movement across physical boundaries lends respite to the perceptible 
“moment.” A door, for instance, which accesses a bathroom, offers the subject escape from a 
momentary experience of unrecognizable spatial depth.  The psychological impact of this revelation 
of more dimensions of space affects the subject in several manners. First and foremost, there is 
an emotional response to the situation. Mirrors that render this unrecognizable depth also cause 
a potentially complex social situation. From various perspectives, one can perceive the moving 
population from a variety of angles, and through a density of light and shadow. Beyond this socio-
psychological phenomenon, there is undoubtedly the subject’s initial response of fascination.

Figure 4.1
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B. Obscure Perspective Delicatessen SoHo, Nema Workshop

Figures 4.2

Figures 4.3
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C. Urban Light Column Avenue Cafe, Midtown

Figure 4.4

Figures 4.5
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Field Studies
Manhattan Scenarios
C. Urban Light Column
The Urban Light Column occurs momentarily at a variety of sites. There is, of course, the 
phenomenologically rich sequence of the subject’s movement toward, alongside and/or through, 
and past the space. Likewise, this moment relies upon the dynamic qualities of sunlight and 
the rich potential of a morphological situation. Other media, site objects, colors, sound, and 
refl ectivity, are among the perhaps innumerable qualities which affect this moment. However, it 
is not the sequence of time and changing conditions which effect this particular phenomenon. 
The Urban Light Column is a phenomenon that can be recognized in a moment.  The Urban 
Light Column occurs through a wide variety of media. Formal site conditions predicate material 
circumstances and interactions. Sunlight, shadow, and refl ected and refracted light are the 
principle media which effect the Urban Light Column. Refl ective, refractive, matte surfaces change 
light. Likewise, they affect reverberation of urban sound.  Wind is a media that affects this spatial 
quality. Color of light has a signifi cant value on the phenomenological value of the experience. 
Transition occurs simultaneously as each of these conditions change at a variety of rates and 
values.  One does not cross a formal threshold to perceive the Urban Light Column. However, 
morphological conditions at a variety of city site conditions affect the phenomenon in a variety of 
ways. Studies of similar and dissimilar sites will reveal the degree to which this phenomenon is 
effected by these and other factors.

Figures 4.6
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D. Ice Cavern 40 Bond St., Herzog and deMeuron

Field Studies
Manhattan Scenarios

Figure 4.7

Figures 4.8
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D. Ice Cavern

The Ice Cavern occurs at a moment in time, from one perspective. Again, a subsequent sequence 
of physical exploration will inevitably reveal material and formal conditions which change the 
transitional phenomenon. However, the richness and “depth” of the Ice Cavern is initially perceived 
from a point perspective. Its depth of value is communicated on two dimensions of space. There is 
a highly irregular quality of this moment of experience.  Light, Glass, Mirrors, Marble, and Sculpted 
Porous Screens (of Concrete) are among the materials which create the Ice Cavern moment. These 
media are, of course, interrelated, and sequential changes in time and light, and the movement 
of objects will change the value of the experience. As such, it no longer occurs in a “moment.” 
There is a phenomenological zone which is vaguely perceptible from a one-point perspective. Thus, 
this experience is reliant on a prospective formal transition. However, the experience does not 
depend on this sequence; the experience does occur as a pretense to future movement through 
the architecture. Within the one moment, there is not a transition across phenomenological zones.  
The aesthetic value and psychological impact of this architectural moment is perceptible at this 
moment. The variety and interaction of media create a phenomenological spectacle which reveals 
nothing more than an unclear, dense, and potentially infi nite volume of space. The potential for this 
value to change is equally vague. The ambiguity of these spatial qualities and their potential are the 
factors that make this moment highly complex. The aesthetic value may be measured as positive 
or negative depending on the subject; however, the psychological impact is compounded by the 
variety of changes of effects.

Figure 4.9
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E. Cave Bisazza SoHo, Studio Novembre

Field Studies
Manhattan Scenarios

Figure 4.9.1

Figure 4.9.2
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E. Cave
The Cave experience occurs sequentially. This sequence is, of course, dependent on a number 
of moments. The transition from moment to moment is similar in value of change in material 
quality, space, and time.  Refl ective tiles and extreme contrast of Light and Shadow are the 
media through which the Cave sequence occurs. There are few materials and there is a subtlety of 
phenomenological change across the sequence. The greatest change in potential occurs across 
the threshold of foreground v. background, light v. depth, desaturation v. saturation, etc. The 
threshold of this experience is thus dependent on two types of material sequences. One occurs 
instantaneously, at each moment of transition. Contrast is readily evident. On the other hand, 
subtle changes of refl ection and refraction and hardness and softness occur simultaneously at
a much slower rate.  Physical movement through form affects the perception of phenomenological 
zones.

The aesthetic value and psychological impact of this transition are again dependent on the 
uniqueness of this situation. There are two types of material occurrences, which change differently 
across the common sequence.

Figures 4.9.3
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Time Warner Center, SOM

F. Light Waterfall Time Warner Center, SOM

Figure 4.9.4

Figure 4.9.5
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Green St. Facade

Green St. Facade

G. Illuminated Portals Greene St. Facades

Figures 4.9.6
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Field Studies
Composite Form Extraction
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The Composite Form Extraction is comprised of attributes of these aforementioned Manhattan 
Spatial Scenarios.  This composition is an extraction of a multitude of components from each 
independent spatial compression and decompression.  The Composite Form demonstrates 
affects of moments of decompression of each respective scenario, including the Dense Barrier, 
the Obscure Perspective, the Urban Light Column, the Ice Cavern, and Cave.  There are varying 
layers of boundary, density, and transparency.  There is a particularly compelling condition about 
this resultant form.  There are multiple conditions of varying boundary, openness, density, and 
translucency which develop within the extraction.  These are informed by extractions of light, fi eld 
depths, and textures, all of which derive from iterative fi eld compressions.  These circumstances 
inform a spatial scenario which will access the qualitative affects of these extractions.
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Field Studies
Illuminated Composite Form Extraction
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Field Studies
Illuminated Composite Form Extraction
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Jacob’s Pillow Program
1. Inside/Out
 open-air platform. 
 center of the site. 
 low wooden benches. 
 surrounded by nature. 
 free/open to public. 
 35-40 minute performances at 6:45. 
 40’ wide by 28’ deep. 
 plywood platform. 
 entrances downstage L and upstage R. 
 small area for costume changes.
 natural light of outdoors.
 rehearsal spaces, 35’ x 25’
2. Blake’s Barn
 box offi ce, pillow talk, sommerspace
 deck, exhibits, archives, printed 
 materials, fi lms, costumes, books.
3. Pillow Pub
 welcome center. 
4. Pillow Cafe
 the great lawn. season opening gala and

 community day. 
 available for catering during off-season.
5. Pillow Archives
 preservation archives, blake’s barn. 
 central area for exhibits, lectures.
6. Bakalar Studio
 larger-than-life, 
 hyper-slow-motion video portraits
7. Tea Garden
 “tea lectures”. 
 pilates, ballet, modern, yoga classes. 
 annual and perennial plantings. 
 gardens and trails on campus. 
 wetlands trail hemlock, hardwood, and   
 pine stands, stone walls.
8. Ted Shawn Theater
 wednesday-sunday performances. 
 weekly cast parties. studio.
9. Doris Duke Theater
 studio/theatre. 
 large doors reveal natural atmosphere.
 wednesday-sunday performances. 

Figure 6.1

Figure 6.2
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Jacob’s Pillow is an early 20th century venue located in the southern Berkshires.  It is host to 
modern dance companies from around the world.  It typically hosts most prominent and up-
and-coming modern dance companies from around the world and New York City.  “The Pillow” is 
fi nancially endowed by affl uent people from the city who travel to their upstate, Berkshire, and 
Connecticut country homes.  Jacob’s Pillow receives the best and the brightest among performance 
choreographers who create, teach, and engage with their students and audiences on-site.  The 
Pillow offers residency programs to aspiring dancers and choreographers.

Figure 6.5

Figure 6.4 

Figure 6.3 
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Figure 6.6 

Figure 6.5 
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Dance at Jacob’s Pillow

Figure 6.9 

Figure 6.8 Figure 6.7 
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Joe Goode 
Performance Group
Current Choreography, San Francisco.
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In rescent seasons, Joe Goode has shifted from presenting choreography designed for the typical 
proscenium stage to designs which coordinate to performance and installation space.  

In “Humansville,” the audience is able to actively participate in the dance experience, as they 
physically traverse multiple performance spaces, and are encircled by video, dance + music.  The 
company is celebrated for its integration of theater performance, humor, and high velocity dance 
into one choreographic expression.  The notion about the choreography is the relationship among 
and between human beings - what clearly separates, unites, and defi nes us.  The performance 
space is integral to this choreographic expression.  

Joe Goode incorporates an array of media and equipment into the performance, and thus relies 
on space which can accommodate variety, scale, and change.  The pieces respond to independent 
venues, and rely upon high volume, signifi cant circulation, and adaptability of placement of 
audience and/or performance.  

http://www.joegoode.org/press/pr_20070304.html

Figures 6.9.1
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REX architecture / OMA: dallas center for the performing arts dee and charles wyly theater

 designboom  web

RSS 

view content: in brief in full articles: today yesterday most popular: this week this month

REX architecture / OMA: dallas center for the performing arts dee
and charles wyly theater

dallas center for the performing arts dee and charles wyly theatre by REX architects
image courtesy REX architecture

REX architecture together with OMA have designed a new theatre in dallas.

for their design rather than use the traditional front-of-house and back-of-house functions
they have built up to include below-house and above-house. this redefines the traditional
theater in two ways. first, it liberates the perimeter of the theater’s chamber; exposed
on all sides, it can directly engage the city around it. no longer shielded by transitional
and technical zones—lobbies, ticket counters, and backstage facilities.

each of the performance chamber’s components—seating, light control, acoustic
separation, and surface—enjoys tailored flexibility without compromising any other
component. at the push of a button, seating and balconies can move, rotate, tilt, and disappear
completely to create proscenium, thrust, traverse, arena, flat-floor, and black-box configurations.
the light control blinds can be uniformly or individually lifted. the acoustic enclosure is
provided by a facade of operable glass. the stage and auditorium surface materials are
deliberately not precious to encourage scenic alteration.

the building is clad in a facade composed of six different aluminum extrusions, arranged
in six different combinations.

text images 

http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/5657/rex-architecture-o...

Dallas Center for the Performing Arts
Dee and Charles Wyly Theater. REX architecture/OMA

Current Dance Performance Architecture
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architects collective: austrian pavillion for shanghai 2010

 designboom  web

RSS 

view content: in brief in full articles: today yesterday most popular: this week this month

architects collective: austrian pavillion for shanghai 2010

'waltz me!' austrian pavillion for shanghai expo 2010 by architects collective
image courtesy architects collective

'waltz me!' is the name of the design of architects collective austrian pavillion for 
shanghai expo 2010.

the pavilion consist of a wood frame structure with a rectilinear roof,
no central columns and 4 walls that seem to dance in a circular motion to become
a waltzing box. the buildings double-layered skin consists of an inner transparent
film and an outer metal mesh similar to a skirt. the predominant function of
the building is that of a dance hall for visitors that are invited to learn to waltz
in 2 minutes with a electronic dance floor to practice before hitting the dance floor.

beyond that the pavilion should serve for various events, include a café, a store
and some offices. the classic vienna waltz is a 'left waltz', the skirt therefore
counter-clock-wise and at the same time a practical way to bring people in
and out of the pavilion. at the heart of the pavilion is an open (below and above)
black box, that is floating above the dance floor to allow a flowing connection
between circulation space and the dance floor for the shy and the brave alike.
a long ramp surrounds the black box so visitors can watch the 2-minute dancers
or other visitors. the black box itself works like a theater machine for strolling,
acting, playing and watching in the sense of kiesler´s space stage or raumbühne.

text images 

Austrian Pavillion for Shanghai 2010
Architects Collective

http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/5875/architects-collecti...
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Contemporary choreographers, such as Joe Goode and Tere O’Connor, seek performance spaces 
which have the capacity the change or interact with the dance.  Theaters have historically delimited 
the spatial potentials of choreography.  When a company travels and transitions from venue to 
venue, it has always been necessary for the dance to acclimate to the new environment.  Dancers 
and choreographers alike see the exciting potential of architecture which inspires the dancer and 
choreographer, but further engages the audience with them.

The architecture here permits a multitude of dimensionality and depth of space in which all dance 
artist participants may work.  There is the capacity for the performers and/or audience to extend 
beyond perceptible limits.  It is possible for any or all participants to relocate and witness the 
dance from a multitude of variable perspectives. 

The program is principally comprised of two volumes of space which will mostly house either 
or both audiences.  There is the potential that the performance may occur across the entire 
theater, to include both audiences.  Or the spaces may be divided to accommodate independent 
performances and audiences.  If the choreographer chooses to accommodate both audience 
houses, there is the fantastic potential to engage the audience cross-axially, as there are a 
multitude of ramps and vaults which ascend the space between houses.  

The architecture is designed to inspire the choreographer.  The audience and performers share 
circulation routes, or the performers may have limited access to spaces at the lowest plan level.  
The ramps and balconies permit access across the houses at the lowest, fi rst, and second level, 
with primary access and egress at the fi rst.  There are ascending and descending ramps at both 
center axis as well as those routes parallel to the north and south of the audience seating.  

Figure 7.1
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Thresholds of Space 
for Modern Dance

Architecture to Engage + Inspire Choreography

Architecture
Connecting Site, Audience, and Dancer

Figure 7.2

Figure 7.3
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Site Plan
1/64”=1’0”

Architecture
Site Plan

Figures 7.4
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Poestenkill Creek
Rte, 2, Brunswick, NY

This site is selected for its outstanding, independent phenomena.  Similar to Jacob’s Pillow, this 
site is about nature.  The summer and fall seasons are colorful, and enriched by lights and sounds.  
The water of the Poestenkill has tumultuous to rippling effects over the course of its late-spring 
to early-fall season.  The rocky cliffs and beds of the creek wind from the Berkshire Mountains to 
the Hudson River, alternating in depths and densities.  As the season changes, so do the colors of 
the trees, the refl ection of light, and the temperature and qualities of the air.  The architecture is 
situated such that it participates in all of these effects to some extent at any given time.

The original program is sited atop the Berkshire Mountains, overlooking an invigorating westward 
view.  Jacob’s Pillow operates on a summer-fall season schedule.  Performances are predominately 
en plein air.  The Brunswick venue will accommodate a similar program.  The architecture is directly 
positioned to receive drifts of cool, fresh air from the surface of rippling water beneath.  The 
berm of trees to southwest shields from late-afternoon solar glare, but may permit visibility to the 
audience of a low-lying fall sunset.  To the east, a fi eld of grass raises gently to another berm of 
trees which extends across the eastern and northern perimeters of the site.  These wooded areas, 
similar to the original Jacob’s Pillow site, will potentially provide onsite recreational and housing 
facilities for future artists-in-residence.

Figure 7.5
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Plan 2
1/32”=1’0”

Plan Roof
1/32”=1’0”

Architecture
Plan
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Plan 0
1/32”=1’0”

Plan 1
1/32”=1’0”
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Architecture
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Seating Assembly. Asymmetrically-Oriented Perspective.

Seating Assembly. Symmetrically-Oriented Perspective. 

Primary Entry + Egress. 
Suspended Structural Glass Bridge to Access on Site Parking. 

Rehearsal, Private Study, Preparation.
Variable Semi-Private Glass Partitions.  

Circulation/Performance Ramps + Platforms.
Performer and Audience Intermingling.

Privacy + Diffusion Scrim. 
Moderate Translucent Material Draws to Lateral Pockets. Mechanically Operable.  

Jalousie Diffusion or Enclosure Louvers. 
Matte Aluminum or Reappropriated, Whitewashed Pine Lumber. Mechanically Operable.

Vinyl Naugahyde/Leatherette Seating. 
Dark Caramel Brown.

Semi-Opaque Enclosure Glass. 
Acid Etched. Structural Steel Mullions.

Structural Steel I-Beam. 
Intumescent Coating.

Program Specifi cations

Wooden Enclosure Wall. 
Reappropriated Pine.
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Dense Barrier

Ice Cavern

Affect of Spatial Extraction of Light
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Urban Light Column

Obscure Perspective
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Cave

Light Waterfall

Affect of Spatial Extraction of Light
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Illuminated Portals
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North-South Section
1/16”=1’0”

Section. Boundary, Density,  + Transparency.

There are two voids separated by an inter-composition of layers and light.  The voids house the 
audience space and the inter-composition links circulation, program, and layers of connection.  
The inter-density space is variable in degrees of transparency.  There are jalousie louvers, semi-
transparent partitions of safety glass, transparent partitions of glass, stacked ramps of concrete, 
and grids of steel structure.  This inter-density region is space through which performers and 
audience may laterally traverse the two audience houses.  It also permits vertical ascent and 
descent.  Ascent leads the participant to narrow vaults, and permits visibility to and connection 
with exterior.  Descent guides participants to the lowest program level at which dance rehearsal 
and training programs function.  The principle layer of ramps connects to a bridge which returns the 
participant access to site and parking.  All ramps ascend to platforms on which dancers perform.  
Solar and artifi cial illuminance enhance all of these aforementioned degrees of density and 
texture.  From the steel to the glass, the architecture has barrier to transparency.  The participants 
fold in and settle through this density to perform in an architecture about transience.
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Section. Boundary, Density, Transparency.
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Figure 8.2

Conclusion

We are always surrounded by space.  We are a component of it, witness to it, engaged with it, and 
always subject to its fl exibilitits, its consistencies, and, more importantly, its capacity to change.  
More signifi cantly, this spatial world is comprised of depth.  These depths are perceptible and 
imperceptible, according to environment and situation.  Depths are defi ned by the spaces one 
perceives from one perspective, and, as such, there is the potential capacity to reinterpret these.

If one takes the opportunity to gaze over a specifi ed fi eld of objects, there are a multititude of 
opportunites to discern depths, or values of space potentials.  From these initial studies, which 
offer a mere glimpse of fi xed perspective, momentary depths, it is evident that there are unlimited 
potentials to explore the spatial world just accoding  to this one more of study.

However, there are many variables which remained fi x over the course of this investigation.  This 
investigation primarily explored the relationship of subject to object(s), at a variety of scales.  
These spatial conditions were defi ned according to measure of depth, degrees of barrier and 
translucency, and according to the effective  extraction of light as a means of articulating new 
found spatial potentials.

Conclusively, there are many other similar studies which will inevitably reveal other potentials 
of spatial circumstances.  This methodology of compression and decompression of space is an 
effective strategy to reduce, investigate, and then extract new environmental conditions which may 
effectively serve a number of architectural purposes.
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